# CLC Printers

1. **CS 102**  
   Printer Address: printer-cs102-clc.cc.umr.edu  
   Queue Name: cs102-clc  
   Printer Type: HP LJ 4100N  
   
   Printer Address: printer-cishall.cc.umr.edu  
   Queue Name: cishall  
   Printer Type: HP LJ 4100N  
   
   Printer Address: printer-cs101-color.cc.umr.edu  
   Queue Name: cs101-color  
   Printer Type: HP Color LJ 4500  

2. **CS206**  
   Printer Address: printer-cs206.math.umr.edu  
   Queue Name: cs206  
   Printer Type: HP LJ 4000N  
   
   Printer Address: printer-cishall.cc.umr.edu  
   Queue Name: cishall  
   Printer Type: HP LJ 4100N  
   
   Printer Address: printer-cs101-color.cc.umr.edu  
   Queue Name: cs101-color  
   Printer Type: HP Color LJ 4500  

3. **HSS105**  
   Printer Address: printer-hss105.hss.umr.edu  
   Queue Name: hss015  
   Printer Type:  

4. **HSS202**  
   Printer Address: printer-hss202.phil.umr.edu  
   Queue Name: hss202  
   Printer Type: HP LJ 4100N  

5. **LifeSci103**  
   Printer Address: printer-lifesci103-hp4000.lifesci.umr.edu  
   Queue Name: lifesci103-hp4000  
   Printer Type: HP LJ 4000  

6. **ME121**  
   Printer Address: printer-me121.maem.umr.edu  
   Queue Name: me121
Printer Type: HP LJ 5

7. **Library**
   Printer Address: printer-lib-clc.library.umr.edu
   Queue Name: lib-clc
   Printer Type: HP LJ4100N

8. **Nuclear 215**
   Printer Address: printer-ful215-clc.nuc.umr.edu
   Queue Name: ful215-clc
   Printer Type: HP LF 4100N

9. **LifeSci 103**
   Printer Address: printer-lifesci103-hp4000.lifesci.umr.edu
   Queue Name: lifesci103-hp4000
   Printer Type: HP LF 4000